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Abstract: Home automation systems (HAVE) made the house atmosphere safer, energy-efficient, and 
cheaper to keep and hopefully saving our time. It is also helpful for senior’s people and physically 
handicapped people. Within the past few years, using touchscreens continues to be elevated drastically. 
How convenient it could have been if our homes did things themselves. Today’s home automation goes 
past simple programmable thermostats to systems that inform us when our carpets need cleaning. We've 
designed and implemented this type of system utilizing a resistive touchscreen. To have this, an 
impression panel is interfaced towards the microcontroller on transmitter side which transmits ON/OFF 
instructions towards the receiver where loads are connected. It's possible to even monitor water tanks, 
once the level falls below a specific level, it'll instantly fill the tank and prevent, when filled. Auto-
sprinklers may be used; they shut-off once they sense rain or dampness within the soil of the garden. By 
touching the required portion around the touchscreen panel, the loads could be switched ON/OFF 
remotely through wireless technology. When we would ever guess it, computer systems can program it. 
Home automation product is essentially a house control system which utilizes touchscreen panel or 
handheld remote control to manage various home appliances, temperature control and video surveillance. 
Home Automation is a method to have things around the house happen instantly. 
Keywords: TouchScreen; Home Automation and Wireless. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Century using the prevalent introduction of 
electricity in to the home and also the rapid growth 
of it. Home automation systems (HAVE) made the 
house atmosphere safer, energy-efficient, and 
cheaper to keep and hopefully saving our time. It is 
also helpful for senior’s people and physically 
handicapped people [1]. However, in many home 
today, it is simple to have some simple types of 
automation for example: Garage doors openers, 
Irrigation or sprinkler control systems, Controllers, 
Motion triggered lights, Home security systems, 
Programmable thermostats, Programmable light 
timers and many more. To carry on, we are able to 
toss in dishwasher, clothes washers and dryers, 
ovens, microwaves, cars, lights and switches. 
Home automation is a feature of sci-fi writing for 
several years, but is becoming practical in early 
20th Other great tales as well as on. The entire list 
is restricted to imagination along with a family's 
lifestyle. HAVE numerous names like “smart 
homes”, “intelligent homes” and “domestic”. The 
primary purpose of this project would be to create a 
home automation system having a touchscreen 
based user interface [2]. Home automation system 
supplies a simpler solution with touchscreen 
technology. Touchscreen control sections will also 
be created for commercial, industrial and medical 
systems. As technologies are evolving so home will 
also be getting wiser. Modern home are 
progressively shifting from conventional switches 
to centralized control system, concerning 
touchscreen switch. Presently, conventional wall 
switch situated in numerous area of the house allow 
it to be hard for the consumer to visit near these to 
operate. Therefore the suggested technology could 
be helpful for that seniors or physically 
handicapped people. 
II. METHODOLOGY 
Features like child lock, switch on off and reset 
button exist. Many modes happen to be described 
like morning, lunch, evening and night. Then your 
lighting control, fan, switches, lamps, 
entertainment (TV and music) and temperature 
control. There's a volume up/lower button also .Yet 
another feature that may be added is really a 
kitchen control, which could inform us to refill our 
groceries, medicine and toiletries when needed. 
Within this project, resistive touchscreen can be 
used because they are typically cheaper to create, 
less sensitive, robust and it has reduced visual 
clearness than their capacitive counterparts. 
Resistive touch display differentiates and sense 
specific touch location once the two electronically-
billed layers from the touchscreen are pressed 
along with physical pressure in a specific point [3]. 
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It's possible to even monitor water tanks, once the 
level falls below a specific level, it'll instantly fill 
the tank and prevent, when filled. Auto-sprinklers 
may be used; they shut-off once they sense rain or 
dampness within the soil of the garden. We are able 
to actually have an automated voice- controlled 
calendar, which tells us about conferences, birthday 
celebrations and wedding anniversaries to ensure 
that we don’t miss a factor. Energy management 
could be incorporated within our project, the house 
knows which rooms are empty and forces from the 
lights, music and turns lower the Heating and 
cooling (heating, ventilating, and ac) to that 
particular place to save energy. Controls functions 
allow the owner adjust temperature along with 
other variables to reduce energy use. ATmega32 
micro controller, Resistive touchscreen,74HC595 
shifter, Relays, Burg strips , Phone jack, RGB-
LEDs ,Current regulator IC 7805,Resistors and 
Capacitors happen to be used. RGB -LEDs can be 
used as us to know if the appliance is on/off.A6276 
was particularly created for Brought-display 
programs. It may be enable by utilizing Wi-Fi, 
therefore we have particularly developed a 
transmitter side, receiver side and an energy supply 
circuit. This provides us the advantage of a “wire-
free” home. To have this, an impression panel is 
interfaced towards the micro controller on 
transmitter side which transmits ON/OFF 
instructions towards the receiver where loads are 
connected. By touching the required portion around 
the touchscreen panel, the loads could be switched 
ON/OFF remotely through wireless technology. 
Simulation continues to be done using keil and 
Proteus 7. Simulation software and PCB creating 
continues to be done using ultium. To possess 
connectivity, it's possible to use hand held remote 
control, Zig Bee or GSM module. The machine 
implements the wireless network using ZigBee RF 
modules for his or her efficiency and occasional 
power consumption. Further, the work could be 
enhanced by utilizing GSM module interfaced 
towards the control unit. Benefits of utilizing a 
home automation product is convenience, 
versatility, reassurance, independence of location 
and centralized control. Disadvantages might be 
very high cost possession, insufficient sturdiness, 
poor manageability, and difficulty achieving 
security. In so doing, the consumer can control 
home appliances by delivering an SMS. Benefit of 
by using these technologies is that there's no range 
limitation when in comparison to RF technology or 
wireless connection. This project continues to be 
examined using lights around the load side. It's 
possible to make use of fans which requires a 
motor- driver IC [4]. The work could incorporate a 
finger marks scanner or voice recognition. When 
an approved person touches the screen , it unlocks 
and you may make changes. A completely 
automated home that actually works based on our 
responses and emotions. It might have SMS 
facility. For instance, whenever we text “Coming 
home” to the home, it'll setup the high temperature 
in our home, AC/heating units could be enabled 
and our favorite music could be on. It might have 
various facilities like invasion detector, smoke 
detector, and management. When any member of 
the family comes back home, we are able to get a 
SMS. Access to the internet could be supervised. 
The emergence of electrical home appliances 
started between 1915 and 1920 the loss of domestic 
servants resulted in homes needed cheap, 
mechanical substitutes. Domestic electricity 
supply, however, was still being in the infancy - 
meaning this luxury was provided just the more 
affluent homes [5]. Using the invention from the 
microcontroller, the price of electronic control fell 
quickly. Remote and intelligent control 
technologies were adopted through the building 
services industry and appliance producers 
worldwide, because they provide the consumer 
readily available and/or greater charge of their 
items. While there's still much room for growth, 
based on ABI Research, 1.5 million home 
automation systems were installed in America this 
year, along with a sharp uptake often see deliveries 
topping over 8 million in 2017. 
 
Fig.1.Data Flow of the proposed system 
III. CONCLUSION 
A house automation system integrates electrical 
products inside a house with one another. The 
strategy used in home automation include 
individuals in building automation along with the 
charge of domestic activities, for example home 
entertainment systems, houseplant and yard 
watering, The main disadvantage is the fact that 
people don’t like computer systems controlling 
their lives and that the result is a regular. However, 
these technologies continue to be in the beginning 
with deficiencies in robust standards creating 
compatibility issues affecting their reliability. 
Domestic have become the most crucial step to 
introduce an automatic atmosphere in most homes. 
It's been used around the world. Towards the least 
in doors, lighting and temperature control. It's had 
its merits and demerits. But clients are most 
prepared to adapt Frankel treatments. It may be 
modified and designed based on needs. One other 
issue is the fact that scalping strategies aren't fully 
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recognized by final customers, particularly the old 
and disabled-perhaps those that require it probably 
the most. But it might be the necessity of the long 
run and can bring a significant alternation in the 
daily existence of each and every individual. 
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